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in 1977 utah state university professor S george ellsworth asked ten
dozen scholars members of the mormon history association to list their
choices for the top ten books written in the field of utah and mormon
studies the criterion he used in that survey was excellence in both scholar-
ship and literary quality standard titles such as great basin kingdom and
the mountain meadows massacre topped the list followed by others such
as nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi and homeward to zion A similar
survey taken a few years from now may find john petersonspeterson s utah s black
hawkwarmaronwaronon many scholars ten best books list every student ofutahof utah and
mormon history must hereafter consider peterson s account of the clash
of mormon and native american cultures in nineteenth century utah

peterson who now teaches at the salt lake city university institute of
religion on the campus of the university of utah tells his readers that
the relationship between the LDS church and native americans is of sin-
gular importance in latter day saint history for not only is there a past
but also an anticipated future to this story according to latter day saint
doctrine the remnant of israel described in the book of mormon
includes many present day native americans the faithful return of this
remnant is fundamental to the timetable of eschatological events fore
shadowing the second coming of jesus christ therefore the interaction
between the saints and the native americans is of great consequence

when latter day saint settlers first spread into utah s mountain val-
leys in the late 1840si84os they squatted secondarily on territory claimed by
mexico but primarily upon traditional lands of utah s indigenous tribes
peterson splendidly describes the various tribal groups northern utes
paiutesPaiutes gosiutesGosiutes piedesbiedes pahvantsPahvants shoshone peripheral tribal entities
and amalgamations of the same to put a human face on those whom the
saints eventually displaced their leaders are identified and characterized
including antongaantonea black hawk and his extended family peterson guides
his readers through the impact of white settlement in the i85os185os on native
american lands in utah s most desirable and potentially productive valleys

the usurpation which resulted in the elimination of food sources for the
native americans provoked the walker and tinticgintic wars in the i85os1850s
which led to black hawk s aggression in utah s most extensive indian war
the hostilities lasted from 1865 to 1872
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from the settlers standpoint peterson portrays the dilemma of brigham
youngs leadership as chief strategist of the settlers defense and the some-
times reluctant followership of his field lieutenants orson hyde and war-
ren snow while president young sat in salt lake city advocating kindness
generosity and benign coexistence with the native americans hyde s and
snow s central utah constituents were losing both their cattle and about
seventy of their neighbors lives peterson argues that mormonscormons generally
treated native americans better than did their american contemporaries
but he also speculates that the settlers thirst for revenge without youngs
command for restraint would likely have resulted in a violent retaliation
that would have both shortened the conflict and eliminated for good the
native american presence among the whites peterson also shows the vary-
ing roles of federally placed gentile indian agents military officers and
other territorial appointees and the culpability of some who siphoned re-
sources intended for utahs native americans consequently contributing
to an escalation of hostilities

the clash of cultures during the conflict was centered in several domi-
nant personalities from each of the three components of the war the indi-
ans black hawk mountain and Tamaritz the mormonscormons brigham
young orson hyde and warren snow and the gentiles primarily pat-
rick E connor military leader and founder of utah s liberal party each
peterson asserts had power at one time or another to temper the battle
their decisions played a heavy part in the duration and intensity of the war

utilizing extensive primary and secondary sources including ne-
glected utah territorial records bureau of indian affairs materials and the
vast collections of the LDS church archives peterson brings together for
the first time a definitive study of nineteenth century mormon native
american violence the author has tried to give balance to the history
showing the mormon and non mormon postures and the heretofore
unrepresented native american viewpoint

peterson correctly asserts that the significance of black hawks war on
utahs settlements and the intermountain region has been lost on both utah
mormon historians as well as national chroniclers at approximately the
same time the US governments military weight fell heavily on the chey-
enne and southern arapaho of colorado at sand creek 1864 seven years
ofhostilities in central utah brought little federal interest or response until
the final scene in 1872 brigham young still held the de facto seat of power
and his disdain for anything federal meant reports of indian depredations
in utahutahs s central valleys were mostly kept from connor and his resident
military force when connor did hear about atrocities he was happy to let
the mormonscormons stew in their own juices the bulk of documentation pro-
duced in the course of the conflict therefore was kept local consequently
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modern scholars of white native american relations in the nineteenth
century preoccupied with eastern sources have neglected an investigation
of this war important to both utah s and america s past peterson s re-
markablymarkably well written interpretation rectifiedrectifiesrectifies this neglect

As good as petersons book is it is not without controversies or prob-
lems the revisionisticrevisionistic theme of his interpretation may cause some readers
to conclude he has overemphasized native american perspectives also
some may question his appraisal ofofbrighambrigham young s role in the war presi-
dent young is shown as an enigmatic leader who was at once the principal
11planner of the military operations against the native americans with
singular liability for the escalation and continuation of the war and at the
same time was the prime advocate for white benevolence toward the native
americans documentary support by peterson for the former position is

scant while he shows preponderant evidence for the latter
the volume also suffers from some small technical errors for example

the misidentification oftheodtheofthe monroe utah bishop moses gifford as george
hallidayishallidayHallidayisis a slight distraction also an effective assemblage of photographs
enhances the text but like many current historical publications the book
fails to provide adequate citations for those photographs photographs
qualify as documents and consequently the photographer if known and
the collection as well as the repository in which the photograph is found
should be cited for the reader

another flaw which can probably be blamed on the press is incom-
plete indexing for example only one entry for the important ute leader
grosepeenGrosepeen is cited in the index yet discussions of him appear in multiple
places also attributable to the press is the erroneous statement in one
scholars endorsement on the booksbooles cover which states that prior to peter-
son s book the study oftheodtheof the events portrayed therein had been rigidly sup
pressed this is nonsense peterson s outstanding treatment of the black
hawk war has no peer because no one has previously had the tenacity to
track and manage the multidimensional facets ofthisorthisof this important encounter
in utah s past hereafter john peterson s story of mormon native ameri-
can relations will be the primary point of departure for future work on this
still relevant topic


